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purtportpart 11II

the use of how much and

how many in TERTESLtesitem textbooks
BY ALICE C PACK

in the winter edition of the TESL tinuingtinging through converting conversa-
tionreporter a recommendation was to single statements using past

made that teachers critically examine present and future time combining
their english second language texts simple statements into compound
and if they do not contain a teaching sentences free composition based on
unit on how much and how many previous work and ending with orig-

inalwith the verb be they might in-
troduce

composition based on the
such a lesson if there is students own experiences

a teaching unit but nothing more
follows they might supplement the
text by incorporating some dialogs
or review exercises in their teaching
of english

lesson summary w

4

following are two suggested les-
sons of this type which have been
developed for students on the inter-
mediatemedlate level of learning english as
a second language both are based
on two single dialogs in which vocab-
ulary items are limited so that focus
is in the teaching points

in lesson no 1 conversation no 1

teaches the use of how much
is there for amount of mass noun
and how many are there si

for number of count nouns conver-
sation no 2 teaches the use of

how much is for the price named director
of mass nouns andifidbifid

1 how much are
for the price of plural alice C pack assistantVP pro-

fessorcount nouns how much is f essorassor of english and TESL atfor singular count nouns theafferdiffer-
ence

iffer the church collcollegeege of hawaii
in meaning between how much has been named to succeed wil-

liamare 7 and how much D conway as director of
is therethiee and between how muchmichwichwlch the english language institute
are V and how many and coordinatorandcoordinator of BATESL

are therether is taught by using the
words in context in two contrastive
conversations the student is already familiar

lesson no 2 teaches beginning with the material as he has had the
composition through controlled steps exercises in lesson no 1 or some-

thingbeginning with copying then coniconlcon similar
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reuckreachreachinging how much
a cup of coffeeconversation NO 1 a bag of sugar
example how much is thereamy how much milk is there how loaves of breadbetty I1 think theres enough for many

therearelunch
amy how many cartons are there
in the refrigerator B make some questions using how
betty theres only one but there much is there or how many

are there using the followare two bottles of pop ill go and
ing list of nounsbuy some milk

amy take the change from my a banana
purse tea
betty how much is there flour
amy two dollars by the way a cake
how much bread is there a sandwich

bacon

conversation NO 2
C write two sentences using nouns

betty how much is milk from conversation no 1 one should
clerk its fifty five cents for a follow the pattern how much
half gallon is there and the other shoshoulduld ffollow0 row
betty oh thats too big how much the pattern how many are
are these small cartons there
clerk theyre only fifteen cents example how much money is there
betty ill take six and a loaf of in the bank
bread please how much is my bill how many loaves of bread
clerk the loaf of bread is thirty are there on the shelf 7

cents and six cartons of milk are
ninety cents thats 1201201.20 plus tax exercise no 2 answering questions

lesson I11 answer the questions in exercise
no 1 using the amounts indicated
below in sections A and Bboexercise no 1 asking questions usually the singular answer to the

A review these mass nouns and count noun question how many rthere is theres oieare only onecount nouns and make a question answers to questions of mass nounsusing how much is there how much is there are mademass nouns and flhowow many with relative amounts such as a littleare thererchererthere count nouns remem-
ber a lot of enough etc or by amountsto use the plural form of the count measured in count nouns such asnoun in the question even if the five pounds of one cup of etcanswer is only one or none A simple negative answer to the

count noun question is there arentmass nouns
bread any and to mass nouns there
butter isnt any
milk
coffee
sugar A bread a little
count nouns butter none
a loaf of bread milk a glass
a pound of butter coffee a lot of
a quart of milk sugar two sacks
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how many
a loaf of bread two there are sugar

how much is a loaf of breada pound of butter one
a quart of milk three
a cup of coffee four
a sack of sugar none lesson 2

example exercises in beginning composition
theretheres s a little bread
there are two loaves of bread exercise I1 copy conversation no 1

as it occurs
example amy asks how much

B a banana two milk isis there
tea none betty replies 1 I think theresthere s en-

oughflour five pounds of for lunch
a cake one
a sandwich three exercise 11II change conversationconversationno no
bacon one pound of 2 to statements in the simple pre-

sent tense
example betty asks how much milk

C answer your own questions with is
any amounts you desire and again the clerk replies that its fifty
with none for your answer five cents for a half gallon

exercise no 3 exercise 111IIIlii write about conversation
no 1 as though it happened yester-
dayA answer the following questions use simple statements in the

from the two conversations please past tense
use full sentences for your answers example yesterday amy asked
1 how much milk did betty buy how much milk there was
2 how much was milk betty replied that she thoughttherethought there
3 how many loaves of bread did was enough for lunch

she buy
4 how much was bread exercise IV pretend that you can
5 how much money was in amys see what will happen at the store

purse when betty goes there write about
6 how many items did betty buy it as it will happen in the future
7 how much were the small cartons example betty will ask how much

of milk mmilkilklik is
example betty bought six cartons the clerk will say tnatanat is fifty
of milk five cents a half gallon

B Ffillilllillii the blanks from the word exercise V rewrite no illIII111lii com-
bininglist at the right use each word your simple sentences with

only once compound sentences
how many are there milk example yesterday amy asked
how much is loaves of bread how much milk there was and betty
how much are cartons of milk replied that she thought there was
how much is there bread enough for lunch
theres a lot off two pounds

of butter exercise VI using your own words
theres a little coffee write a paragraph about the two
there isnt any cakes conversations
there arent any flour example yesterday while preparprehar
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ing lunch amy wondered if there
was enough milk so she asked
betty how much there was

exercise VIIVIL write an original pa-
ragraph based on your own ex-

periencesperiences in shopping for groceries
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